
Reflections on Documentation and Intent.  

 

In July 2014 when I did my first public participatory art event Public Private? I asked 

two friends to attend and document the walking tour for me. Both were artists whom I trusted 

to do a good job; one took photographs and another made an audio recording. They were 

subtle and discrete, as I had asked them to be, and operated based on instructions from me 

regarding the type of images and sounds I wanted. I had several reasons for documenting the 

event. Many of them were practical, such as material for future funding applications, but one 

of them was what I can only describe as my Fine Art Reason.  

Prior to beginning my Masters I had an artistic practice that was heavily routed in 

production. While the work was often concept and process driven, with an interest in context 

and circumstance, it always resulted in a thing. Evidence of the thinking process, an artefact 

resulting from an action: an art object. As I embarked on my first attempt at an artwork that 

moved away from the production of a thing to the creation of a situation and space for 

discussion I carried with me a lingering voice in my head. Get good images, images that 

intrigue, images that are aesthetically pleasing, sexy-arty images! Images that can go in books 

and on walls and on your website.  Maybe you can make a video by editing and merging the 

pictures and the sound recording together… and you can put it in a gallery! 

In the weeks following Public Private? I sifted through the documentation: 

transcribing, printing, editing, dissecting, playing with it. The functions of the photographs 

and audio recordings were no longer practical; they had ceased to be documentation and 

become subject matter. The problem was my intentions behind documenting the event were 

not purely practical. I was motivated by a desire to retain my authorial control, or rather 

ensuring I could exercise my authorial control post-event and produce an “artwork”. In doing 

this I was placing more meaning and importance on the artefacts than the action. Where did 

this leave the participants who attended the event? Was I using them, their images, their 

thoughts and opinions, to make art? 

At the beginning of the event I asked participants permission to document and nobody 

objected.  Upon reflection however I realise I had done this as a mere routine formality. I had 

defaulted to the established and widely accepted rule that having your photograph taken is a 



prerequisite condition for participating in an art event. Where did this rule come from? Should 

it be the case? 

There was an inherent contradiction in the very act of documenting the event. I was 

questioning the ethics of recording people and the effects of being observed on human 

behaviour while photographing and sound recording the people I was discussing this with!  

The event was an artist led participatory work, rather than a collaborative artwork, but even 

so in choosing to document it an unnecessary hierarchy was created. What should have been 

a transitory shared experience was rendered permanent in documentation only I had access 

to. The promotional material for the event said its purpose was to ‘create a space for 

discussion on the topic of surveillance’ but my decision to heavily document negated this. It 

also probably influenced, and possibly hindered, what took place during the walking tour. As 

I knew from my research we all act differently when we know we are being watched.  

In September 2014 I did another Public Private? in Galway as part of Culture Night. 

This time I decided to not document the event. While it was still artist led participants seemed 

to have more independence and autonomy. Their actions not being captured on camera nor 

their thoughts and opinions recorded word for word they seemed to contribute questions 

comments and observations more so than in the first event. The subject of the work was now 

truly the city and its CCTV cameras, not the participants their actions or their opinions. The 

purpose of us being there was also more clear; to collectively observe, discuss and question 

the use of CCTV in public space.  

Public Private?  had a second component to it. Under Irish Data Protection Law when 

a person is recorded by CCTV they become a Data Subject. A Data Subject has the right to 

seek and be supplied with a copy of personal footage taken by CCTV cameras. To enact this 

right they make an application in writing called an Access Request to the camera operators. 

Following both Public Private? events I made requests for footage from every camera we 

stopped at along the tours. This action became much more relevant with the decision to not 

document the second tour; proof of its happening would only exist if our rights as Data 

Subjects were withheld.  

I received three copies of CCTV footage. In accordance with data protection law the 

camera operators must ensure that any person other than the requesting data subject in the 



footage is rendered unidentifiable. To ensure this they had to edit the footage to make 

everyone other than me unidentifiable. What resulted were videos that were aesthetically 

intriguing, sometimes comical, and essentially much more interesting than anything I may 

have made from my own documentation. On each walking tour I had encouraged participants 

to make their own Access Requests for footage of the event. The map they were provided 

with contained all the information they needed to do this however no-one, from either tour, 

submitted a request.  

A few weeks following Public Private? one of the participants contacted me. She 

wished to submit an Access Request for CCTV footage from the bus service she uses daily and 

exercise her right to obtain a copy of her personal data. She sent me the access request letter 

and asked me to proof read it before she sent it. This, for me, is where the meaning, or I may 

even say the “success”, of the artwork lies. I had been encouraging participants to exercise 

their rights and seek footage as part of my art project, not as part of their life. This woman 

was requesting footage from her daily commute as a personal act of autonomy, not as an 

artwork.  

It begs the question, moving forward as an artist with a socially orientated practice:  

do you create an action/event/situation in order to produce an artwork, or do you make an 

artwork in the hope that it produces an action?  

 


